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Assessment Released To
- Anonymous Users
- Entire Site

Number of Submissions Allowed
- Unlimited
- Only [ ] submissions allowed

Delivery Dates
Available Date
[ ] Students will not see an assessment until the available date.
Due Date
[ ] No assessment can be submitted after the due date unless late submission is allowed (Submissions > Late Handling).
Retract Date
[ ] OR [ ] Retract Now
An assessment is not open to students to take after the retract date or after the 'Retract Now' button is pressed. However, assessments with feedback enabled (Feedback > Feedback Delivery) will continue to be accessible to students who have taken and submitted them prior to the retraction. Students will see these assessments under their Submitted Assessment list.

Timed Assessment
[ ] Timed Assessment with Time Limit: [hh:mm:ss] min.
Assessment will be submitted automatically when time is up.

Late Handling
- [ ] Late submissions WILL NOT be accepted after the due date
- [ ] Late submissions WILL be accepted after the due date. However, this applies only to students who have not submitted their work prior to the due date. They will be given one chance to do so and their submission will be tagged as late.

- [ ] Ensure students take exams from specific location
- [ ] Add message that students will see after submission

Grading and Feedback

Layout and Appearance
Assessment released to **all site members** They will be limited to this many submissions:

It is available It is due and have a time limit of

Late submissions accepted?
- Yes, until
- No, submissions not accepted after due date

- Autosubmit saved student work on acceptance date above if student hasn't submitted before
Grading

- If multiple submissions record the **highest score**.
- Hide student identity from grader

Feedback Authoring **Question level feedback**

Feedback Delivery **No feedback will be displayed to student**
Settings - new

Layout and Appearance

Navigation
- Linear access to questions with NO return to previous pages. (There are only “Next” buttons to go forward. There is NO Table of Contents page.)
- Random access to questions from a Table of Contents. (There are “Next” and “Previous” buttons on each page for navigation.)

Since students are not supposed to see the same questions more than once, selecting linear access will automatically make 1 submission the default setting for number of submissions allowed.

Question Layout
- Each Question is on a separate Web page
- Each Part is on a separate Web page
- The complete Assessment is displayed on one Web page

Numbering
- Continuous numbering between parts
- Restart numbering for each part
- Add checkboxes next to questions so they can be marked for review

Change background?
- Background Color
- Background Image
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☐ Questions must be answered in order (no going back or skipping)

Numbering

☐ Restart question numbering for each part

Question Layout

☐ Each Question is on a separate Web page
☐ Each Part is on a separate Web page
☐ The complete Assessment is displayed on one Web page
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